Background: The assessment of clinical guideline adherence for the evaluation of pulmonary embolism (PE)
D
iagnosis of pulmonary embolism (PE) in the emergency department (ED) commonly requires computed tomography pulmonary angiography (CTPA), 1 which carries potential risks including exposure to ionizing radiation and contrast nephropathy. 2 The difficulty of balancing diagnosis with overtesting has led to the development of validated risk scoring tools, including the Wells and revised Geneva scores, to assist providers in the evaluation of PE (Table 1) . [3] [4] [5] These tools are used to assess both the pretest probability of PE and the appropriateness of using a D-dimer to obviate the need for further testing for PE. 6, 7 Specifically, a CTPA order can be considered guideline concordant if it is either performed in a "PE likely" patient (Wells score > 4 points or revised Geneva score > 5 points) or in a "PE unlikely" patient with an abnormal D-dimer. 8, 9 Despite these recommendations, overtesting remains prevalent. [10] [11] [12] [13] Research and quality improvement initiatives in guideline adherence have required labor-intensive, manual retrospective chart review or prospective data collection.
14, 15 The current national emphasis on reducing inappropriate CTPA imaging in the ED 16 will require widespread and frequent quality assessment and review. Some institutions provide clinical decision support (CDS) at the time of CTPA order by integrating PE risk scoring tools into the electronic health record (EHR); although reductions in overtesting after implementation have been reported, these tools commonly require duplicative, manual data entry to calculate a patient's score. 17, 18 This is time-consuming and frustrating to providers, leading to decreased use or abandonment of the tool. 19, 20 The ability to automatically calculate risk scores has been previously demonstrated for scores that are composed entirely of structured data elements. 21, 22 Unlike unstructured data, such as free-text provider notes, structured EHR data (e.g., pulse) are easily queried and interpreted. In a study of the Canadian Head CT Rule, which contains both structured and unstructured elements, investigators determined that a structured elements-only version of the full rule was 88% accurate when compared to the full rule obtained via manual chart review. 23 Automated, retrospective calculation of a patient's PE risk score, however, has not been described. Automating PE risk classification and combining it with D-dimer ordering data would enable the automated assessment of clinical guideline adherence for the use of CTPA in the evaluation of potential PE. An automated PE score classification would support a more streamlined, autopopulated CDS tool for CTPA ordering and allow for retrospective research initiatives and quality monitoring and feedback at the both the individual provider and the administrative levels.
The objective of this study was to develop and measure the performance of automated, structured dataonly versions of the Wells and revised Geneva risk scores in ED encounters during which a CTPA was ordered. The study was performed in patients who received a CTPA, rather than any patient evaluated for PE, to evaluate CTPA use and to identify and quantify potentially avoidable imaging. The accuracy of these automated classifications and assessments of guideline concordance were determined by comparing them to the complete Wells and revised Geneva scores derived via traditional manual chart review.
METHODS

Study Design
This was a retrospective cohort study that consisted of the development of an automated Wells and revised Geneva score using structured EHR data elements. The risk classifications and assessments of guideline adherence made with these automated scores were compared to those calculated via manual chart review on a subset of all CTPAs performed at our institution. The automated review was compared to a manual retrospective chart review to examine the accuracy of such an approach when compared to the current method of retrospective data collection. Human subjects approval was obtained from the institution's institutional review board, which granted a waiver of informed consent and a Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act authorization waiver.
Study Setting and Population
The study was performed at a New York University Langone Medical Center, an urban tertiary academic medical center with an ED census of over 75,000 visits per year. The medical center uses the Epic Systems EHR. The ED sees a cross-section of patients both new to the system and known through prior visits to the ED or other care elements (e.g., outpatient providers). The cohort consisted of 7 weeks of consecutive adult ED encounters (January 6, 2016-February 25, 2016, a total of 212 total encounters) during which a CTPA study was ordered by ED providers. The sample size was chosen to achieve a guideline adherence rate 95% confidence interval (CI) of AE5%. The cohort was reviewed via automated data extraction and via manual chart review. We excluded encounters during which the CTPA was ordered after admission or pediatric encounters or if the complete chart was not available in electronic form.
Automated Score Specifications
We developed the automated Wells score based on all seven components of the full score (Table 1 ). For clinical signs and symptoms of deep vein thrombosis (DVT), a structured chief complaint of "leg pain" or "leg swelling" was considered positive. For pulse, the maximum value during the encounter prior to the CTPA order was extracted. For immobilization, which considers both surgery and extended bed rest, the surgery subcomponent was extracted by searching the past surgical history for all procedures that included the use of general anesthesia performed in the 30 days prior to ED arrival. The bed rest subcomponent for immobilization was not extracted as it is not captured as structured data. For history of PE/DVT, the patient's problem list and past medical history (PMH) were searched for the following ICD-9 codes: 415 (and all subcodes), V12.55, 453 (and all subcodes), or V12.51. For hemoptysis, a structured chief complaint of "hemoptysis" was considered positive. For active malignancy, the problem list and PMH were queried for any diagnosis included within the EHR's malignancy grouper (which includes thousands of malignancy diagnoses); the problem list was only queried for diagnoses that were classified as "active," as opposed to "resolved" or "deleted." For the provider gestalt component, we assumed that any provider who ordered a CTPA had a high concern for PE, so all encounters were automatically assigned the points for this component.
We developed the automated revised Geneva score based on all eight components of the full score ( Table 1 ). The use of chief complaint to indirectly reflect the leg examination was more complicated than described for the Wells score, as the revised Geneva score has two components for the DVT signs/symptoms: unilateral lower limb pain (3 points) and pain on leg deep vein palpation and unilateral edema (4 points). As an approximation of this latter component, we assigned a chief complaint of leg pain or leg swelling 4 points. Unilateral lower limb pain was not extracted as it is not captured as structured data. The other components were extracted as described for the Wells score. Chief complaint and past medical and surgical histories are entered into the EHR for all patient encounters at the time of triage by the nursing staff. These elements can be later edited by providers.
We used the two-tiered model to classify each case as PE likely or PE unlikely for both the Wells and revised Geneva scores. A score > 4 for the Wells score and > 5 for the revised Geneva score were classified as "PE likely." For both the Wells and the revised Geneva scores, any patient with a chief complaint of DVT was automatically classified as PE likely because at our institution this chief complaint is used for patients who present with a confirmed DVT. EHR data was queried from the Epic Systems Clarity database with the use of SQL Developer (Oracle Corporation) and exported for data analysis.
Manual Chart Review
The chart review of the validation cohort was performed by a research analyst in accordance with established techniques, including formal training of the abstractor, the use of a standardized abstraction form developed by the study team based on the validated Wells and revised Geneva scores, and periodic abstractor monitoring; uncertainties were escalated to the study group and resolved by consensus among the authors. 24 To determine the reliability of the manual chart review, 20 charts (~10%) from the validation cohort underwent a blinded, second review by a board-certified, emergency medicine physician. Both manual reviewers were blinded to the results of the automated review. Using a pooled Cohen's kappa, inter-rater reliability was calculated by comparing the risk classifications (PE likely or PE unlikely) for each encounter based on both the Wells and revised Geneva scores.
The abstractor manual review included the totality of the patient's EHR chart, including unstructured data such as provider free-text notes. In cases of contradictory documentation (e.g., attending note that documented recent malignancy, but resident note that did not), the finding was documented as positive. Similar to the automated review, all encounters for the manual review were awarded the 3 points for the "physician gestalt" component of the Wells score. The revised Geneva score contains no such component.
Measurements and Data Analysis
We assessed the risk score component capture rate by comparing the number of encounters positive for a given component via the automated method to that from manual chart review. The accuracy of the overall automated classifications was calculated based on the number of encounters for which the automated and manual reviews agreed on the patient's PE risk classification. For example, for a given encounter, if the Wells risk score based on the automated chart review was 5 points and based on the manual chart review was 8 points, this would be considered agreement because in both cases the patient would be classified as PE likely. Two agreement assessments were performed for each encounter: one for the automated Wells classification and one for the automated Geneva classification (Tableau Software).
To determine the accuracy of the automated assessments of guideline concordance, the automated risk classifications were combined with automatically extracted D-dimer ordering data to automatically each cohort encounter as guideline concordant or discordant. The automated review searched for the presence or absence of an abnormally elevated D-dimer result prior to the CTPA order placement. Guideline concordant encounters were defined as a CTPA performed in either a PE likely patient or in a PE unlikely patient who had an abnormal D-dimer resulted prior to the CTPA order. The automated assessment of guideline concordance was compared to that derived from manual chart review to determine the accuracy of the automated method.
For the performance of the automated risk classifications, a confusion matrix was constructed that included accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV), compared to a criterion standard" of manual abstractor review. For the performance of the automated assessment of guideline adherence, a z-test of population proportions was used to determine whether the difference between the automated and manual adherence rates was statistically significant, and the Wilson procedure was used to determine the 95% CI about this difference. 25 Two-tailed pvalues < 0.05 were considered statistically significant (R Statistics, version 3.3.3) .
RESULTS
Characteristics of Study Subjects and Findings of Manual Abstraction
A total of 254 ED encounters resulted in a completed CTPA to form the study cohort. Forty-two of these encounters were excluded: 40 due to the CTPA being ordered after admission and two due to lack of the chart in an electronic form, leaving 212 encounters. CTPA orders for the cohort were placed by 41 unique resident physicians and 35 unique physician assistants under direct supervision by 63 unique attending emergency medicine physicians. Patient encounters within the cohort were a mix of first-time visits to the health system (51, 24%), prior ED visits (10, 5%), prior outpatient or specialty care visits (three, 1.5%), or a mix of prior ED and outpatient visits (144, 67%).
The prevalence of the various score components for the Wells and revised Geneva scores within the cohort on manual review is presented in Table 2 . The manual abstractor review found that 123/212 CTPA orders were PE likely by Wells score, and 93/212 were PE likely by revised Geneva score (Table 3) . Inter-rater reliability for the manual chart review was 100% (j = 1). Within the cohort, the overall prevalence of PE was 8.5%; this diagnostic yield for CTPA is similar to previously described yield of 8% to 10% in the ED. 13 
Performance of the Automated Risk Classifications
The automated Wells score and the automated revised Geneva score performed similarly in classification accuracy (91.5 vs. 92%), but differed in sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV (Wells, 87.8, 96.6, 97.3, and 85.2%; Geneva, 90.3, 93.3, 91.3, and 92.5%; Table 3 ). Individual component capture rate varied across the two scores studied ( Table 2) .
The automated Wells score produced three falsepositives: one was due to the patient's primary care physician inaccurately marking the patient's PE on the problem list as occurring prior to the ED visit, one was due to a past medical history of malignancy that was not actually "active," and one was due to a patient's past medical history of "liver thrombosis" being inaccurately scored as a history of PE/DVT. 26 The automated Wells score produced 15 false-negatives: six were due to a history of PE/DVT only recorded in the provider note, three were due to history of recent surgery at an outside hospital that was only recorded in the provider note, three were due to immobilization, two were due to hemoptysis only listed in the provider note (i.e., not in the chief complaint), and one was due to symptoms of a DVT only present in the provider note. The automated revised Geneva score produced eight false-positives: seven were due to malignancy listed on the problem list or PMH that was not "active" and one was due to an inaccurate history of PE/DVT as described above. The automated revised Geneva score produced nine false-negatives: four were due to a history of PE/DVT only recorded in the provider note, three were due to history of recent surgery at an outside hospital that was only recorded in the provider note, one was due to pain on palpation and edema without a qualifying chief complaint, and one was due to malignancy only recorded in the provider note.
Guideline Adherence
Utilizing automated extraction of D-dimer ordering and result data, the guideline adherence rate within the cohort based on the automated Wells score was 70.8% versus 75% using the manually abstracted Wells score. The guideline adherence rate for the revised Geneva score was 65.6% versus 66% using the manually abstracted revised Geneva score. Neither of these differences between the automated and manual scores was statistically significant (Figure 1 ).
DISCUSSION
In this study we have demonstrated the use of automated approximations of the Wells and revised Geneva scores based on structured EHR data elements. The results suggest that the classification of PE risk scores, and the assessment of guideline adherence for CTPA ordering, can be automated with high accuracy, obviating the need for time-and labor-intensive manual chart review and abstraction. There was no statistically significant difference between the automated and manual reviews in assessing guideline adherence. The applications of this methodology are most obvious for researchers in the field of guideline adherence and imaging utilization. For example, a project examining the impact of an intervention (CDS or educational initiatives) to reduce unwarranted CT imaging for PE can avoid manual review of guideline adherence and utilize automated review for outcome measurements. For quality improvement purposes, automated guideline adherence would be useful for surveillance and feedback or to inform the development of advanced CDS. This might include an automated decision support tool that only alerts the provider when the CTPA order is determined by the EHR to be guideline discordant, reducing alarm fatigue and improving usability.
As prior studies attempting to automate clinical scoring systems have demonstrated, the accuracy of an automated approach depends on the proportion of structured data elements in a given scoring tool, along with the prevalence of the variables that are not easily captured. [21] [22] [23] In the case of the Wells score, "immobilization" was not easily captured, but was rarely a presenting symptom (only present in 1.4% of encounters on manual abstraction). Thus, failure to capture this variable had minimal impact on overall accuracy. Additionally, since the impact of any missed components on overall accuracy is relative to their correlation with other components, hemoptysis, while only captured in three of six encounters, did not result in any false-negatives, as other captured components were sufficient to ensure the patient was classified correctly. Thus, the failure to capture any single component (and thus the failure to accurately score an encounter) did not always lead to a failure of classification.
Previously described automated clinical scoring systems have performed well, with a range of accuracies. NPV = negative predictive value; PE = pulmonary embolism; PPV = positive predictive value; Sn = sensitivity; Sp = specificity.
A study of an automated PE Severity Index, which is composed almost entirely of structured elements, achieved nearly perfect accuracy (99%); an automated Canadian head CT score, with its higher proportion of unstructured data, was still highly accurate but less so (88%). [21] [22] [23] The overall accuracies of the automated Wells and Geneva scores presented are in line with these previously described automated scoring systems. Many other clinical scoring or risk stratification tools exist and may be automatable with similar accuracy.
Nearly 50% of misclassifications were attributable to two EHR data inaccuracies: a positive history of PE/ DVT not recorded in a structured manner or a positive history of recent surgery not recorded in a structured manner. Thus, an automated approach may be improved via increased accuracy of documentation in these structured fields. The inaccuracies within EHR data have been well described; [27] [28] [29] however, our findings demonstrate the accuracy of this automated method despite these obstacles. These findings also suggest the elements of structured EHR data most prone to inaccuracy at our institution-recording of past medical and past surgical history. More accurate data in these fields, which might be found if a higher percentage of ED patients are known to the institution or if this area of data collection in the ED is emphasized, would yield improved performance by reducing this source of misclassification. Analysis of unstructured data via natural language processing may also offer an opportunity to increase the accuracy of the automated methodology.
30,31
LIMITATIONS
This study has several limitations. Because this study was performed at a single institution with a particular mix of structured and unstructured data, it is probable that a similar approach to automating the Wells and revised Geneva scores at another institution with differently structured clinical data would perform differently. Several score components were only partially captured (Table 2) . Hemoptysis, for example, was only automatically extracted as a chief complaint, and encounters in which hemoptysis was a history or examination finding were not captured. Despite these imperfect variable capture rates for some variables, the performance of the scoring system was still fairly high. The manual chart review to assess the accuracy of the automated review was performed retrospectively and relied on the completeness of provider documentation to accurately capture clinical details present during the visit. In turn, this may have led to some inaccuracy in the PE risk classifications for the patients. Several methodologic steps were taken to limit error and misclassification in chart review, as outlined above, but sources of bias may remain. Abstraction of missing, contradictory, or inaccurately recorded variables in the EHR was defined prior to review, but still may have introduced inaccuracy in the manual review.
For the automated Wells score, by awarding all encounters the 3 points for physician gestalt, we likely overestimated the guideline adherence rate. However, the ordering of a CTPA is likely highly correlated with provider concern for PE, and it is difficult to retrospectively determine the order of differential diagnoses. The revised Geneva score has no such component and was similarly accurate when compared to manual review.
This study only focused on CTPA ordering, not the overall evaluation of PE. Patients in whom the diagnosis of PE was considered but appropriately ruled out without need for CTPA were not included in the study. Furthermore, we did not examine patients who may have been PE likely but were not ordered for a CTPA, due to an inability to identify such patients retrospectively. The inclusion of only patients who received a CTPA may have biased the results in favor of better performance via selection bias, and it is possible that automated calculation of PE risk scores would be less accurate in the population who did not receive a CTPA; therefore, no conclusions can be drawn about the performance of automated review in patients who received were assessed for PE but were not imaged. We also did not assess the appropriateness of D-dimer use within the cohort; some PE unlikely patients may have not required any D-dimer testing. These areas may be addressed in further study of automated approaches to chart review.
CONCLUSION
The Wells and revised Geneva scores can be approximated with high accuracy through the automated extraction of structured electronic health record data elements in patients who underwent computed tomography pulmonary angiography in the ED. This enables the automated assessment of clinical guideline adherence for computed tomography pulmonary angiography utilization. With the current emphasis on reducing avoidable imaging in the ED, both patient safety improvements and research efforts in guideline adherence will continue to require assessment of computed tomography pulmonary angiography utilization. The high performance of this automated approach may support research and quality improvement initiatives and streamline data collection by obviating the need for burdensome manual chart review.
